
REVIEW OF TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS ON HAXTON BETWEEN THE FERRY DOCK AND SLATER ROAD

ln response to comments by Lummi Nation officials that traffic from the Lummi lsland Ferry was causing

traffic accidents on Haxton Way, the accident reports for the past seven years were reviewed.

There is no question in my mind, safety is an important issue on Haxton but Ferry Traffic is not the cause

of most accidents. I have tried to summarize this data in the following report.

The accidents were broken down as follows:

Eleven drivers were from Lummi lsland, 72were Lummi Reservation residents (not necessarily Lummi
Tribal members), 49 were drivers from other parts of Whatcom County, and L4 were from Canada and
other Washington Counties. Drivers in some of the accidents could not be categorized because the
driver fled the scene. There were 3L single vehicle accidents, 58 multiple vehicle accidents, 2

car/pedestrian,2 carf bicycle, resulting in the death of one pedestrian and one bicyclist.

Drivers from Lummi lsland, who would be using the ferry, were involved in ten of the ninety two
accident s reported between January 2004 and January 2011. Of these L0 accidents Lummi lsland drivers
were at fault in 6 accidents, three of which were one car, into the ditch, accidents. One accident
involved two Lummi lsland drivers in a rear end accident, and one involved a DUI driver from Lummi
lsland. None involved fatalities There have been no accidents involving Lummi lsland drivers since
tO/1,4/20A8, over two years.

To improve the safety of drivers a section of Haxton Way with wide shoulders, between Smoke house
and Kwina, had "Rumble Strips" dug along Haxton to let drivers know they were wandering out of the
roadway. This work was done in September, 20A7. An analysis of the 3.5 years before and the 3.5 years

since this road work revealed the following. There were 33 accidents before September 2OA7 and 24

since that date. A close review of all accidents before and after that date was done to determine
possible safety benefits of this work by the County Road Department. There were L6 {single car in the
ditch) accidents which might have been prevented prior to Septemb er 2AA7 and 7 that should have

been prevented after that date. That represents a 55% reduction of single car accidents in the stretch
With the Rumble Strips. Of the 7, in the ditch accidents, which occurred after 09/2007,4 were ticketed
for DWI and these accidents may not have been preventable by the Rumble Strips.

For the section of Haxton between Kwina and the Casino, the speed was changed from 50 mph to 35

mph in 2010. For this stretch of road there were 12 accidents before the change and 2 since. The rate of
accidents per year has remained the same at2/year. However, during the time of 50 mph speed limits
there was one fatal car/bicycle accident and one fatal car/pedestrian accident. The latter accident
involved alcoholand a pedestrian lying in the road.



The accidents between Smokehouse Rd. and Slater were reviewed to see if any might have been
prevented by installing centerline buttons. lt appears that between Smokehouse and Kwina there were
11 accidents where a car crossed the centerline and either struck another vehicle or went into the
opposite ditch. Between Kwina and Slater there were 3 accidents that might have been prevented by

centerline buttons, however all of these accidents occurred before the speed was reduced to 35 mph on

this stretch of road.

Based on this summary it appears that Center Line Buttons or something similar could be helpful in
preventing crossover accidents between Smokehouse and Kwina.

All the reports were reviewed for possible accident causes. Some of the accidents involved multiple
causes. The causes included: Driver lnatention-62 (includes rear end accidents), Alcohol-29, Single car in

ditch-39, Failure to yield right of way-25, Weather-7, Speeding-Other misc. causes-4.

It appears that the tribal claims that ferry traffic is a safety problem at Gooseberry Point is not
supported by the accident reports, since no accidents occurred between the ferry dock and Ruth Road

and only 4 accidents up to the McKenzie junction. Of these four, one was a car turning into Ruth, which
collided with a Lummi lsland driver. The other three accidents involved drivers from the Lummi
Reservation and involved "lnattention, dog in the road and possibly medical". Between McKenzie and
Smokehouse there were 14 accidents reported. Eleven were multiple vehicle accidents, and three
involved a single vehicle. Eight drivers were from the Lummi Reservation and six were from other areas

of Whatcom County or were unknown. Causes listed on the reports were Alcohol, Drugs-4, lnnatention-
4, Speeding- 2 and dog in the road. Two of these accidents occurred at night when the ferry was not in
service.

SUGESTED TRAFFIC CHANGES FOR HAXTON WAY:

7. Left turn holding lane at McKenzie for S.B. traffic.
Z. Move the end of 50 mph to North of Smokehouse road.

3. Move 50 mph to point South of Kwina intersection.

4. Left turn holding lanes at Kwina intersection for both S.B. & N.B. traffic until proposed

roundabout is built.

5. Make the left turn holding lane on Haxton at Slater {Shell Station) a two way holding lane to
accommodate left turns into the store and Shell gas station. Should only require line repainting.

6. lnstall more street lighting south of Smokehouse.

7. Where rumble strips are installed on Haxton install buttons (?) along the center line to warn
drivers when they wander into the opposite lane

L More DUI enforcement on Haxton.
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